Appendix A

SECTION

SUB-SECTION

ACCC STATEMENT

1

RECALL
Recall
The Supplier of any Consumer Goods must:

Part 2
5

Current Situation

Detail

a

Schedule 1 of the Proposed Recall Notice triggers certain recall actions
from the date of manufacture of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
This is not possible as Honda Australia cannot identify the age of each
Honda Australia has initiated a recall
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator. As has been previously communicated
of all Alpha Affected Takata Airbag
to the ACCC, it makes more sense for the implementation of the
initiate the recall of the Consumer Goods in accordance with Inflators. In relation to the
remaining recalls to be done in accordance with the NHTSA schedule.
the timetable set out in Schedule I and with communications as proposed timetable contained in
In setting the schedule, the NHTSA report refers to the lifespan of the
set out in Schedule 2; and
Schedule 1 of the Draft Recall Notice
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators based on the year model of the Vehicle,
please refer to Honda Australia's
and not date of manufacture of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
submission.
Accordingly, Honda Australia requests that the ACCC amend Schedule 1
of the Proposed Recall Notice, to bring it in line with the NHTSA
schedule.

b

replace the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator (in accordance with
this section, section 6, and the timetable as set out in Schedule Please refer to comment above.
l, but in any event by 31 December 2020) ; or

Honda Australia currently implements recalls in accordance with the
NHTSA Schedule and is using its best endeavours to replace all Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators the subject of a recall.

c

subject to subsections (2) and (3), if the Affected Takata Airbag
Inflator is not replaced as required by the Recall Notice and in
accordance with the timetable set out in Schedule 1, or such
other timetable approved by the ACCC under subsection (5),
then, at the request of the owner of the Consumer Goods,
refund the price of the Consumer Goods less, in the case of a
Please refer to comment above.
Vehicle, a reasonable amount for use of the Vehicle where more
than 12 months has passed since the Vehicle was supplied,
where 'reasonable amount' means reasonable decrease in
market value, as reflected by RedBook and taking into account
relevant factors including the odometer reading and the
condition of the vehicle.

Honda has implemented measures to ensure that Honda dealers
prioritise the replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators, as set out
in our repsonse at Schedule 2. Honda Australia's communications with
Recall Consumers request that Recall Consumers immediately present
their vehicle to a Honda dealership for urgent repairs.

A Supplier will not be required by paragraph 5(l)(c) to refund
the purchase price if:

2

the reason the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator was not replaced
as required by this Recall Notice was:

a

(i)

As set out in Schedule 2, Honda Australia communicates with Recall
Every current Recall Consumer has Consumers on a number of a different communication platforms (where
that a notified Consumer did not present the Vehicle for
been sent between 2 to 7 letters contact details are available) and continues to do so on a regular basis.
replacement of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator despite
from Honda Australia in relation Honda Australia to the extent it has contact details will continue these
timely, proven notification; or
actions. Where it does not have the contact details, see paragraph 9
voluntary recalls.
(d) of our submission.

(ii)

b

Despite all actions implemented by
Honda Australia, a number of
consumers cannot be notified due to Honda Autralia has provided to the ACCC its Communication and
that a Consumer could not be notified in circumstances where a current inability to obtain accurate Engagement Plan with its submission. The major issue in being unable
Supplier implemented an approved communication and contact details. Honda Australia to notify consumers is accuracy of customer data especially for older
engagement plan as required by this Recall Notice.
seeks the assistance of government vehicles, as is set out in our submission.
authorities to locate accurate
contact details as set out in our
submission.
the Supplier provides the Consumer with a loan car or hire car,
or offers to fund or provide alternative transportation which is
acceptable to the Consumer, for the time that the Supplier is
replacing the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator in the Consumer's
Vehicle.

Honda Australia has a documented process for the provision of
Where a Recall Consumer requests
alternative transportation to Recall Consumers who refuse to have their
assistance from Honda Australia it is
recall undertaken as a result of living too far away from a Honda
provided where possible, i.e. in the
dealership. The documented processes have been provided by Honda
form of a loan vehicle.
Australia to the ACCC with this submission.

3

A Supplier must comply with all of its obligations under the ACL,
the CCA, and the TPA and nothing in the Recall Notice alters
Honda Australia conducts its
Consumer rights and remedies or Supplier obligations in respect
business in accordance with all
of those provisions or otherwise under Australian law, including
applicable laws.
the consumer guarantees provisions of the ACL and the implied
warranties provisions of the TPA.

4

Where a Supplier replaces an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator,
the Supplier must bear the cost of the replacement, including
any necessary transportation costs. In this regard:

Honda Australia covers the cost of
the replacement of the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator.

a

if the replacement process will deprive the Consumer of the
use of their Vehicle for more than 24 hours, the Supplier must
offer to provide the Consumer with a loan or hire car, or offer to
fund or provide alternative transportation which is acceptable
to the Consumer for the duration of the replacement process;
and

Where a Recall Consumer requests
assistance from Honda Australia it is
provided where possible by the
relevant Dealer, on a case by case
basis.

In the first instance, Honda dealers endevour to perform replacement
of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators on the same day the Recall
Consumer brings their vehicle in for repairs. If this is not possible, and
the Dealer cannot satisfy the customer, it is escalated to Honda
Australia. To date, there are minor instances of this occuring.

b

if the Vehicle has an Alpha Inflator, then the Supplier must
offer to arrange for the Vehicle to be towed to the place of
replacement or for a qualified technician to travel to the Vehicle
(or some similar arrangement so that the Consumer need not
drive the Vehicle).

Honda Australia currently offers
towing for all Recall Consumers on a
case by case basis.
Honda Australia also has a far
reaching/remote technician service.

Towing is arranged through the Recall Call Centre in conjunction with
Honda Australia upon reasonable requests.
Technician service has been conducted in remote areas where there is
no Honda dealership, and will be continued.

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC to vary a date specified in the
timetable set out in Schedule l . In considering the variation
request and determining an appropriate varied timetable, if
any, the ACCC will have regard to the following:

Currently intend to comply with
NHTSA schedule which differs from As set out at 1(a) above, Honda Australia's current intentions are to
the Proposed Recall Notice Schedule comply with the NHTSA schedule.
1.

5

a

the safety risk to Consumers posed by the request;

b

the reasons and material submitted in support of the request
for variation;

c

the steps the Supplier has taken to secure supply of
replacement airbag inflators;

d

the steps the Supplier has taken to increase qualified repair
personnel or facilities, as needed;

e

the steps the Supplier has taken to address the risk of death or
injury associated with Vehicle use until the recall action is
implemented (such as, for example, offering affected
Consumers a loan or hire car).

Suppliers must put in place arrangements with their Dealers to
allow Consumers to take their Vehicle to any Dealer within the
This policy is currently in place.
Supplier's Dealer network for replacement of the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator in the Vehicle.

6

6

Replacement of an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
Honda Australia no longer replaces
Where a Supplier, under section 5(l)(a) replaces an Affected
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators with
Takata Airbag Inflator in a Vehicle, the following requirements
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators and
apply:
has not done so since July 2017.

1

a

best endeavours must be used to replace an Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator with an inflator that is not an Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator;

b

Honda Australia no longer replaces
if, prior to 31 December 2020, it is considered necessary to use
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators with
an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator as a replacement inflator,
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators and
then the Supplier must:
has not done so since July 2017.

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.

(i)

notify the Consumer (orally and in writing at the time of
replacement) of the type of airbag inflator installed, that the
inflator will need to be replaced again, and the date by which
that replacement must occur (in accordance with Schedule 1).
The Supplier must include the specified language set out in
Schedule 2 in this communication; and

N/A

(ii)

(ii) record in the service record of the Vehicle that the Vehicle
is installed with an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator and
replacement of that Affected Takata Airbag Inflator is required
before the date specified in Schedule 1. The Supplier must
include the specified language set out in Schedule 2 in this
service record note; and

N/A

Honda Australia's policy is that Recall Consumers can have the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator replaced at any Dealership in the Honda dealer
network.

(iii)

2

7

8

cause a notice to be affixed on the front windscreen and a
metal plate or other durable label to be affixed in the engine
bay clearly identifying that the Vehicle is fitted with an Affected
N/A
Takata Airbag Inflator requiring replacement by the applicable
date to avoid risk of injury or death. The Supplier must include
the specified language set out in Schedule 2 in these notices;

c

from 31 December 2020, an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
must not be used as a replacement in any circumstances; and

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.

d

under no circumstances may an Alpha Inflator be used as a
replacement inflator at any time.

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.
Honda Australia instructs its dealers to package the removed Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators and Honda Australia arranges collection of these.
Once returned to Honda Australia, the Affected Takata Airbag Inflators
are collected by Takata's freight forwarder each week. The destruction
of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflators occurs once they are returned to
Japan, As far as Honda Australia is aware there is only one business in
Australia that destroys Affected Takata Airbag Inflators, and their
processing times are quite inefficient.

Where the Supplier removes an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator,
the Supplier must ensure that it is immediately quarantined and
promptly destroyed so that it cannot be reused, unless it is
intended to be used for testing, in which case it must be
labelled and handled in a manner to prevent re-use.

Notification of affected Consumers

1

A Supplier must develop and implement a communication and
engagement plan to maximise replacement rates for a recall
under section 5. The plan must, at a minimum, meet the
requirements in Schedule 2.

2

A Supplier must submit the plan to the ACCC within one month
of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the ACCC will
assess the adequacy of the plan and determine whether it Honda Australia already has an
meets the minimum requirements of this Recall Notice, having effective
communication
and
regard to a range of factors including the Supplier's supply engagement plan in place.
profile of Consumer Goods, and relevant data concerning
replacement, including replacement rates.

Recall database

Honda Australia has in place a
Communications and Engagement
Plan which we have provided to the
ACCC together with this submission.

1

A Supplier of Vehicles must establish and maintain a database
on the Supplier's website that allows Consumers to enter a
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) into a search field and
obtain immediate information about inclusion of the vehicle in
the recall, the applicable recall timetable and status for the
Vehicle.

Already in place.

Honda Australia's dedicated recall website went live in May 2015.
Shortly after, in June 2015, to better assist Recall Consumers, Honda
Australia added a VIN check tool (https://www.honda.com.au/myhonda/services/recall-information/check-my-honda.html) to its recall
website. This tool allows Honda consumers to check if their vehicle is
affected by a recall of Honda vehicles by entering their VIN. If the
Honda vehicle is affected by a recall, the website provides information
to the consumer about the recall campaign number, safety risks, and
next steps required to be undertaken by the Recall Consumer.

2

The Supplier must provide the ACCC with access to this
database via an Application Program Interface (API).

Not in place.

Honda Australia does not currently provide the ACCC with access to its
database. Honda Australia can provide the ACCC with access once it
understands what information the ACCC requires access to.

Life of Product Action: Salvaged Affected Takata Airbag
Inflators

9

1

A Supplier of Vehicles must develop, and implement, a salvage
plan to maximise the removal of Affected Takata Airbag
Inflators from Vehicles that are scrapped or otherwise
unregistered and not in use. The plan must, at a minimum, set
Already working with wreckers.
out a process and provide a financial incentive for persons to
recover, and return to the Supplier for destruction, Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators from Vehicles that are in scrapyards or
otherwise not in use.

Honda Australia has also worked with vehicle wreckers to obtain VINs of
Honda vehicles the wreckers have purchased that are affected by the
recalls. As a result, Honda Australia has purchased more than 800
Affected Takata Airbag inflators from these wreckers to avoid any
possibility of them being fitted to other Honda vehicles.

2

A Supplier must submit the salvage plan to the ACCC within one
month of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the
ACCC will assess the adequacy of the plan and determine
whether it meets the minimum requirements of this Recall
Notice.

Please refer to Honda Australia's Recall Plan as provided to the ACCC
with this submission which sets out detail in relaiton to working with
Carsales and auction houses.

10

Life of Product Action: Secondhand Consumer Goods

2

11

1

In February 2017, Honda Australia worked with two major vehicle
auction houses,
, to obtain contact details of
Recall Consumers who purchased used Honda vehicles affected by a
recall from their auction houses. Honda Australia provided
and
with the VIN list for all Honda vehicles with an outstanding
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator recall.
then
provided Honda Australia with the purchaser’s information. As a result,
Honda Australia has been able to contact the owners of 1,557 vehicles
purchased through these auction houses, and this activity is ongoing .
In addition, Honda Australia commenced discussions with
A Supplier of Vehicles must develop a plan to maximise the
in February 2017 to identify the scope of
Already working with some
replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators in Vehicles that
could provide Honda Australia.
secondhand independent sellers, i.e. assistance that
have been or are being sold second-hand. The plan must be
A formal
designed to:
agreement was entered into between Honda Australia and
in
July 2017.
have now sent approximately 9000 email
communications to all private Honda vehicle sellers and all non-Honda
dealers requesting them to check whether their vehicle is subject to a
recall using the Honda Australia VIN check tool located on Honda
Australia’s website, and setting out requisite steps if a recall is required.
Since September 2017
have been performing weekly checks on
all Honda vehicles advertised on its website.
Please refer to our submission in relaiton to the issue of section 127(2)
of the ACL.

a

facilitate distribution of relevant information regarding the
recall status of Vehicles in the market for second hand vehicles,
including at vehicle auctions, through dealers or independent
used cars lots, off lease programs and fleets, internet channels
(such as Carsales, eBay, buyswapsell fora, Facebook, etc); and
(b) incentivise replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators.

A Supplier must submit the plan to the ACCC within one month
of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the ACCC will
assess the adequacy of the plan and determine whether it
meets the minimum requirements of this Recall Notice.

Consumer dispute resolution

Please refer to Honda Australia's Recall Plan as provided to the ACCC
with this submission which sets out detail in relaiton to working with
salvage yards, and otherwise our submissions.

A Supplier of Vehicles must establish a dispute resolution
mechanism or system that meets the requirements of this
Effective dispute resolution and
section, or ensure any existing dispute resolution mechanism or Recall Call Centre in place.
system meets the requirements of this section.

1

Honda Australia currently operates a dedicated Recall Call Centre to
manage and respond to inquiries from Recall Consumers and Honda
Australia customers who own a vehicle the subject of a recall, Honda
Australia established a dedicated recall call centre in May 2016 (Recall
Call Centre). The Recall Call Centre is currently staffed by 27 full time
employees. The Recall Call Centre manages incoming and outbound
calls including translation services to assist consumers in 160 different
languages. The Recall Call Centre operates from Melbourne to allow for
effective training and engagement activities as Honda Australia’s Head
Office is also located in Melbourne.
In order to assist as many Vehicle customers as possible, the Recall Call
Centre has been operating extended trading hours since July 2017,
being 8.00am to 9.00pm (AEST) Monday to Friday, and 8.30am to
5.00pm (AEST) Saturday and Sunday.
Any Recall Consumer disputes encountered at the Recall Call Centre
level are escalated to Honda Australia's Honda Australia's internal recall
team and customer reltaions team.
Please refer to the attached
Honda Australia Recall process
document and Honda Australia Standard Operating Procedure for
complaint handling.

A Supplier will use its best endeavours to ensure the dispute
resolution mechanism or system is consistent with AS/NZS
10002:2014 Guidelinesfor complaint management in
organizations, tailored as required to the Supplier's
circumstances. The mechanism or system must feature, at a
minimum, the following:

2

Honda Australia will review our
existing process to ensure
consistency with AS/NZS 10002:2014
Guidelinesfor complaint
management in organizations.

a

a consumer complaints person or team (number of staff as
appropriate based on volume) dedicated to assisting Consumers
Already in place.
with questions and complaints (this can be the same initial
freecall contact number as required in Schedule 2);

b

(b) a structure for prompt escalation of Consumer issues not
able to be resolved through the complaints personnel, with
such escalation to include attention of a qualified and informed
Already in place.
person using best endeavours to assist the Consumer and
resolve any dispute in accordance with the Supplier's
obligations under the ACL.

3

If the Supplier is notified by a Regulator or the Commonwealth
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development of a
dispute relating to an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator, the
Supplier must use its best endeavours to deal promptly and
fairly to address the dispute and manage it in accordance with
the Supplier's obligations under the ACL.

Already in place.

Honda Australia use its best endeavours to assist.

12

Record keeping and reporting
Honda Australia has an excellent record keeping system in place. Honda
Australia documents against each affected VIN every letter that has
been sent to that Recall Consumer, together with a record of the
success of the communication. The database is updated ona regular
basis. Honda Australia is currently in the process of integrating
telephone and SMS contacts with each Recall Consumer into this
database.
Honda Australia also reports its completion rates to DIRD monthly in
accordance with current industry practices.
Comprehensive reporting processes have been and continuesto be in
place. Honda Australia reports on a quarterly and monthly basis to
Honda Motor Co. on progress.
Record keeping systems already in
Subject to subsection (6), the Supplier must track, regularly
place recording all information
document and assess:
relevant to each Recall Consumer.

1

a

the Supplier's compliance with this Recall Notice; and

Not yet implemented

b

the Supplier's recall and replacement rates; and

Currently in place

c

reports of any mis-deployment of a Consumer Good supplied by
No misdeployments have occurred
the Supplier, including full details regarding the facts and
since previous submission.
circumstances of the incident and those person(s) involved; and

d

reports of any injuries or deaths anyone associates with misdeployment of a Consumer Good supplied by the Supplier,
Currently in place
including full details regarding the facts and circumstances of
the incident and those person(s) involved; and

e

complaints from Consumers in respect of a Consumer Good
supplied by the Supplier, or in respect of the Supplier's recall
campaign, identified by issue and by location (State or Currently in place
Territory), and with information on how each complaint has
been managed.

In addition, Honda Autralia Recall Team reports to the Senior
Leadership Team on a Weekly basis convering:
- # airbags affected
-# airbags replaced
- # airbags outstanding
- # airbags in stock (Dealer & Honda Australia)
- Parts availability
- Letters sent
- SMS sent
- Customers waiting on parts
- Call centre enquiries
- Call centre bookings made
- Weekly completions
- State by State progress
- Dealer completion performance
- Detailed 'Critical' inflator progress
- Other related activities

2

Where data collected under the requirements in subsection (l)
includes reports from person(s) regarding mis-deployment,
injury, death, or complaints (eg, paragraphs 12(1)(c), (d) and
(e)), the Supplier will to the ACCC as part of relevant reporting
requirements obtain the name and contact details of person(s)
involved in the reported incidents or complaint, and persons
This is not currently in place.
providing information, and the Supplier will seek consent from
those person(s) to provide the names and contact details to the
ACCC. Where the Supplier receives consent, the names and
contact details of those persons will be provided to the ACCC as
part of relevant reporting requirements.

These are not actions that Honda Australia currently undertakes, but
Honda Australia will comply with the Draft Recall Notice once initiated,
by amending its documented processes.

3

In addition to the reporting requirements in subsection (4), a
Supplier must notify the ACCC of any reports of which the
Supplier is aware regarding injury or death anyone associates
with mis-deployment of a Consumer Good supplied by the
Supplier. The Supplier shall so notify the ACCC within two days
Already reporting to the ACCC.
of learning of such a report (excluding weekends and public
holidays). If those injured or those reporting consent to
provision of their contact details to the ACCC, then the Supplier
shall supply those contact details to the ACCC, along with
information on the substance of the incident.

Honda Australia already has a process in place under which it reports to
the ACCC.

4

Until further notice from the ACCC, and subject to subsections
(3) and (6), a Supplier must provide to the ACCC within one
Not a current action required by
month of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and then at
Honda Australia.
the end of each calendar quarter or at an earlier date if
requested by the ACCC:

These are not actions that Honda Australia currently undertakes, but
Honda Australia will comply with the Draft Recall Notice once initiated,
on the basis of its existing plans as set out at sections 7, 9, 10 and 12
above.

a
b
c

5

the plans required under sections 7, 9 and 10, along with any
updates to those plans; and
a report summarising the information required to be tracked
under subsection 12(1); and
the independent auditor's reports provided to the Supplier
under section 13.
Honda Australia considers that
reports provided to the ACCC
including action taken by Honda
The ACCC may publish, publicly, in whole or in part, the reports Australia, are confidential to Honda
referred to in this section and the plans referred to in sections Australia. However, as set out in our
7, 9 and 10.
submission Honda Australa will
consider any request made by the
ACCC to publish information
contained in the reports.

6

13

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC for an exemption from this
section or for an end to the required periodic reporting. The
ACCC may approve the exemption or end of reporting
requirement only if the ACCC is satisfied that the Supplier's
recall action has met the minimum requirements of this Recall
Notice and has achieved a satisfactory replacement rate.

Please refer to Honda Australia's
submission.

Independent auditor
Since 2009 Honda Australia has demonstrated its ability and willingness
to effectively implement and manage the recalls of Affected Takata
Honda Australia has and continues
Airbag Inflators which is reflected in Honda Australia's current
to treat this matter with the highest
completion rate of 80%. As Honda Australia is so far progressed in the
level of seriousness. On a weekly
implementation and completion of recalls, it proposes to continue in
basis, the Honda Australia Senior
accordance with its current plans. Honda Australia is prepared to report
Leadership Team monitors and
to the ACCC as and when required by the ACCC on all actions, plans, and
assesses progress of completions,
its progress in relation to the recalls as detailed in our submissions.
call centre activity,

1

The Supplier must appoint an independent auditor to monitor
the Supplier's compliance with this Recall Notice. The Supplier
must submit the name and qualifications of their proposed
independent auditor to the ACCC, so that the ACCC can assess
independence and qualifications. The Supplier must identify any
association between the proposed auditor and the Supplier
which may be perceived to affect the auditor's independence.
The ACCC will assess and notify the Supplier if it accepts the
independence and qualifications of the auditor.

2

The ACCC will consider joint nominations of an independent
auditor by multiple Suppliers.

Please refer to our submission.

3

Subject to subsection (4), and until fufiher notice from the
ACCC, the independent auditor must provide a report to the
Supplier and the ACCC at the end of each calendar quarter or at
an earlier date if requested by the Supplier or the ACCC.

Please refer to our submission.

4

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC for an exemption from
subsection (3). The ACCC may approve the exemption only if the
ACCC is satisfied that the Supplier's recall action has met the
minimum requirements of this Recall Notice and has achieved a
satisfactory replacement rate.

Please refer to our submission.

SUB TOTAL

$ 3,046,048 $

10,729,963

SECTION

SUB-SECTION

ACCC STATEMENT

1

RECALL
Recall
The Supplier of any Consumer Goods must:

Part 2
5

Current Situation

Detail

a

Schedule 1 of the Proposed Recall Notice triggers certain recall actions
from the date of manufacture of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
This is not possible as Honda Australia cannot identify the age of each
Honda Australia has initiated a recall
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator. As has been previously communicated
of all Alpha Affected Takata Airbag
to the ACCC, it makes more sense for the implementation of the
initiate the recall of the Consumer Goods in accordance with Inflators. In relation to the
remaining recalls to be done in accordance with the NHTSA schedule.
the timetable set out in Schedule I and with communications as proposed timetable contained in
In setting the schedule, the NHTSA report refers to the lifespan of the
set out in Schedule 2; and
Schedule 1 of the Draft Recall Notice
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators based on the year model of the Vehicle,
please refer to Honda Australia's
and not date of manufacture of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
submission.
Accordingly, Honda Australia requests that the ACCC amend Schedule 1
of the Proposed Recall Notice, to bring it in line with the NHTSA
schedule.

b

replace the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator (in accordance with
this section, section 6, and the timetable as set out in Schedule Please refer to comment above.
l, but in any event by 31 December 2020) ; or

Honda Australia currently implements recalls in accordance with the
NHTSA Schedule and is using its best endeavours to replace all Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators the subject of a recall.

c

subject to subsections (2) and (3), if the Affected Takata Airbag
Inflator is not replaced as required by the Recall Notice and in
accordance with the timetable set out in Schedule 1, or such
other timetable approved by the ACCC under subsection (5),
then, at the request of the owner of the Consumer Goods,
refund the price of the Consumer Goods less, in the case of a
Please refer to comment above.
Vehicle, a reasonable amount for use of the Vehicle where more
than 12 months has passed since the Vehicle was supplied,
where 'reasonable amount' means reasonable decrease in
market value, as reflected by RedBook and taking into account
relevant factors including the odometer reading and the
condition of the vehicle.

Honda has implemented measures to ensure that Honda dealers
prioritise the replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators, as set out
in our repsonse at Schedule 2. Honda Australia's communications with
Recall Consumers request that Recall Consumers immediately present
their vehicle to a Honda dealership for urgent repairs.

A Supplier will not be required by paragraph 5(l)(c) to refund
the purchase price if:

2

the reason the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator was not replaced
as required by this Recall Notice was:

a

(i)

As set out in Schedule 2, Honda Australia communicates with Recall
Every current Recall Consumer has Consumers on a number of a different communication platforms (where
that a notified Consumer did not present the Vehicle for
been sent between 2 to 7 letters contact details are available) and continues to do so on a regular basis.
replacement of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator despite
from Honda Australia in relation Honda Australia to the extent it has contact details will continue these
timely, proven notification; or
actions. Where it does not have the contact details, see paragraph 9
voluntary recalls.
(d) of our submission.

(ii)

b

Despite all actions implemented by
Honda Australia, a number of
consumers cannot be notified due to Honda Autralia has provided to the ACCC its Communication and
that a Consumer could not be notified in circumstances where a current inability to obtain accurate Engagement Plan with its submission. The major issue in being unable
Supplier implemented an approved communication and contact details. Honda Australia to notify consumers is accuracy of customer data especially for older
engagement plan as required by this Recall Notice.
seeks the assistance of government vehicles, as is set out in our submission.
authorities to locate accurate
contact details as set out in our
submission.
the Supplier provides the Consumer with a loan car or hire car,
or offers to fund or provide alternative transportation which is
acceptable to the Consumer, for the time that the Supplier is
replacing the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator in the Consumer's
Vehicle.

Honda Australia has a documented process for the provision of
Where a Recall Consumer requests
alternative transportation to Recall Consumers who refuse to have their
assistance from Honda Australia it is
recall undertaken as a result of living too far away from a Honda
provided where possible, i.e. in the
dealership. The documented processes have been provided by Honda
form of a loan vehicle.
Australia to the ACCC with this submission.

3

A Supplier must comply with all of its obligations under the ACL,
the CCA, and the TPA and nothing in the Recall Notice alters
Honda Australia conducts its
Consumer rights and remedies or Supplier obligations in respect
business in accordance with all
of those provisions or otherwise under Australian law, including
applicable laws.
the consumer guarantees provisions of the ACL and the implied
warranties provisions of the TPA.

4

Where a Supplier replaces an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator,
the Supplier must bear the cost of the replacement, including
any necessary transportation costs. In this regard:

Honda Australia covers the cost of
the replacement of the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator.

a

if the replacement process will deprive the Consumer of the
use of their Vehicle for more than 24 hours, the Supplier must
offer to provide the Consumer with a loan or hire car, or offer to
fund or provide alternative transportation which is acceptable
to the Consumer for the duration of the replacement process;
and

Where a Recall Consumer requests
assistance from Honda Australia it is
provided where possible by the
relevant Dealer, on a case by case
basis.

In the first instance, Honda dealers endevour to perform replacement
of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators on the same day the Recall
Consumer brings their vehicle in for repairs. If this is not possible, and
the Dealer cannot satisfy the customer, it is escalated to Honda
Australia. To date, there are minor instances of this occuring.

b

if the Vehicle has an Alpha Inflator, then the Supplier must
offer to arrange for the Vehicle to be towed to the place of
replacement or for a qualified technician to travel to the Vehicle
(or some similar arrangement so that the Consumer need not
drive the Vehicle).

Honda Australia currently offers
towing for all Recall Consumers on a
case by case basis.
Honda Australia also has a far
reaching/remote technician service.

Towing is arranged through the Recall Call Centre in conjunction with
Honda Australia upon reasonable requests.
Technician service has been conducted in remote areas where there is
no Honda dealership, and will be continued.

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC to vary a date specified in the
timetable set out in Schedule l . In considering the variation
request and determining an appropriate varied timetable, if
any, the ACCC will have regard to the following:

Currently intend to comply with
NHTSA schedule which differs from As set out at 1(a) above, Honda Australia's current intentions are to
the Proposed Recall Notice Schedule comply with the NHTSA schedule.
1.

5

a

the safety risk to Consumers posed by the request;

b

the reasons and material submitted in support of the request
for variation;

c

the steps the Supplier has taken to secure supply of
replacement airbag inflators;

d

the steps the Supplier has taken to increase qualified repair
personnel or facilities, as needed;

e

the steps the Supplier has taken to address the risk of death or
injury associated with Vehicle use until the recall action is
implemented (such as, for example, offering affected
Consumers a loan or hire car).

Suppliers must put in place arrangements with their Dealers to
allow Consumers to take their Vehicle to any Dealer within the
This policy is currently in place.
Supplier's Dealer network for replacement of the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator in the Vehicle.

6

6

Replacement of an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
Honda Australia no longer replaces
Where a Supplier, under section 5(l)(a) replaces an Affected
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators with
Takata Airbag Inflator in a Vehicle, the following requirements
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators and
apply:
has not done so since July 2017.

1

a

best endeavours must be used to replace an Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator with an inflator that is not an Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator;

b

Honda Australia no longer replaces
if, prior to 31 December 2020, it is considered necessary to use
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators with
an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator as a replacement inflator,
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators and
then the Supplier must:
has not done so since July 2017.

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.

(i)

notify the Consumer (orally and in writing at the time of
replacement) of the type of airbag inflator installed, that the
inflator will need to be replaced again, and the date by which
that replacement must occur (in accordance with Schedule 1).
The Supplier must include the specified language set out in
Schedule 2 in this communication; and

N/A

(ii)

(ii) record in the service record of the Vehicle that the Vehicle
is installed with an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator and
replacement of that Affected Takata Airbag Inflator is required
before the date specified in Schedule 1. The Supplier must
include the specified language set out in Schedule 2 in this
service record note; and

N/A

Honda Australia's policy is that Recall Consumers can have the Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator replaced at any Dealership in the Honda dealer
network.

(iii)

2

7

8

cause a notice to be affixed on the front windscreen and a
metal plate or other durable label to be affixed in the engine
bay clearly identifying that the Vehicle is fitted with an Affected
N/A
Takata Airbag Inflator requiring replacement by the applicable
date to avoid risk of injury or death. The Supplier must include
the specified language set out in Schedule 2 in these notices;

c

from 31 December 2020, an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
must not be used as a replacement in any circumstances; and

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.

d

under no circumstances may an Alpha Inflator be used as a
replacement inflator at any time.

Honda Australia is no longer
replacing 'Like for like' inflators.
Honda Australia instructs its dealers to package the removed Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators and Honda Australia arranges collection of these.
Once returned to Honda Australia, the Affected Takata Airbag Inflators
are collected by Takata's freight forwarder each week. The destruction
of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflators occurs once they are returned to
Japan, As far as Honda Australia is aware there is only one business in
Australia that destroys Affected Takata Airbag Inflators, and their
processing times are quite inefficient.

Where the Supplier removes an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator,
the Supplier must ensure that it is immediately quarantined and
promptly destroyed so that it cannot be reused, unless it is
intended to be used for testing, in which case it must be
labelled and handled in a manner to prevent re-use.

Notification of affected Consumers

1

A Supplier must develop and implement a communication and
engagement plan to maximise replacement rates for a recall
under section 5. The plan must, at a minimum, meet the
requirements in Schedule 2.

2

A Supplier must submit the plan to the ACCC within one month
of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the ACCC will
assess the adequacy of the plan and determine whether it Honda Australia already has an
meets the minimum requirements of this Recall Notice, having effective
communication
and
regard to a range of factors including the Supplier's supply engagement plan in place.
profile of Consumer Goods, and relevant data concerning
replacement, including replacement rates.

Recall database

Honda Australia has in place a
Communications and Engagement
Plan which we have provided to the
ACCC together with this submission.

1

A Supplier of Vehicles must establish and maintain a database
on the Supplier's website that allows Consumers to enter a
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) into a search field and
obtain immediate information about inclusion of the vehicle in
the recall, the applicable recall timetable and status for the
Vehicle.

Already in place.

Honda Australia's dedicated recall website went live in May 2015.
Shortly after, in June 2015, to better assist Recall Consumers, Honda
Australia added a VIN check tool (https://www.honda.com.au/myhonda/services/recall-information/check-my-honda.html) to its recall
website. This tool allows Honda consumers to check if their vehicle is
affected by a recall of Honda vehicles by entering their VIN. If the
Honda vehicle is affected by a recall, the website provides information
to the consumer about the recall campaign number, safety risks, and
next steps required to be undertaken by the Recall Consumer.

2

The Supplier must provide the ACCC with access to this
database via an Application Program Interface (API).

Not in place.

Honda Australia does not currently provide the ACCC with access to its
database. Honda Australia can provide the ACCC with access once it
understands what information the ACCC requires access to.

Life of Product Action: Salvaged Affected Takata Airbag
Inflators

9

1

A Supplier of Vehicles must develop, and implement, a salvage
plan to maximise the removal of Affected Takata Airbag
Inflators from Vehicles that are scrapped or otherwise
unregistered and not in use. The plan must, at a minimum, set
Already working with wreckers.
out a process and provide a financial incentive for persons to
recover, and return to the Supplier for destruction, Affected
Takata Airbag Inflators from Vehicles that are in scrapyards or
otherwise not in use.

Honda Australia has also worked with vehicle wreckers to obtain VINs of
Honda vehicles the wreckers have purchased that are affected by the
recalls. As a result, Honda Australia has purchased more than 800
Affected Takata Airbag inflators from these wreckers to avoid any
possibility of them being fitted to other Honda vehicles.

2

A Supplier must submit the salvage plan to the ACCC within one
month of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the
ACCC will assess the adequacy of the plan and determine
whether it meets the minimum requirements of this Recall
Notice.

Please refer to Honda Australia's Recall Plan as provided to the ACCC
with this submission which sets out detail in relaiton to working with
and auction houses.

10

Life of Product Action: Secondhand Consumer Goods

2

11

1

In February 2017, Honda Australia worked with two major vehicle
auction houses,
to obtain contact details of
Recall Consumers who purchased used Honda vehicles affected by a
recall from their auction houses. Honda Australia provided
with the VIN list for all Honda vehicles with an outstanding
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator recall.
then
provided Honda Australia with the purchaser’s information. As a result,
Honda Australia has been able to contact the owners of 1,557 vehicles
purchased through these auction houses, and this activity is ongoing .
In addition, Honda Australia commenced discussions with
A Supplier of Vehicles must develop a plan to maximise the
in February 2017 to identify the scope of
Already working with some
replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators in Vehicles that
could provide Honda Australia.
i
secondhand independent sellers, i.e. assistance that
have been or are being sold second-hand. The plan must be
A formal
designed to:
agreement was entered into between Honda Australia and
in
July 2017.
have now sent approximately 9000 email
communications to all private Honda vehicle sellers and all non-Honda
dealers requesting them to check whether their vehicle is subject to a
recall using the Honda Australia VIN check tool located on Honda
Australia’s website, and setting out requisite steps if a recall is required.
Since September 2017
have been performing weekly checks on
all Honda vehicles advertised on its website.
Please refer to our submission in relaiton to the issue of section 127(2)
of the ACL.

a

facilitate distribution of relevant information regarding the
recall status of Vehicles in the market for second hand vehicles,
including at vehicle auctions, through dealers or independent
used cars lots, off lease programs and fleets, internet channels
and
(b) incentivise replacement of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators.

A Supplier must submit the plan to the ACCC within one month
of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and the ACCC will
assess the adequacy of the plan and determine whether it
meets the minimum requirements of this Recall Notice.

Consumer dispute resolution

Please refer to Honda Australia's Recall Plan as provided to the ACCC
with this submission which sets out detail in relaiton to working with
salvage yards, and otherwise our submissions.

A Supplier of Vehicles must establish a dispute resolution
mechanism or system that meets the requirements of this
Effective dispute resolution and
section, or ensure any existing dispute resolution mechanism or Recall Call Centre in place.
system meets the requirements of this section.

1

Honda Australia currently operates a dedicated Recall Call Centre to
manage and respond to inquiries from Recall Consumers and Honda
Australia customers who own a vehicle the subject of a recall, Honda
Australia established a dedicated recall call centre in May 2016 (Recall
Call Centre). The Recall Call Centre is currently staffed by 27 full time
employees. The Recall Call Centre manages incoming and outbound
calls including translation services to assist consumers in 160 different
languages. The Recall Call Centre operates from Melbourne to allow for
effective training and engagement activities as Honda Australia’s Head
Office is also located in Melbourne.
In order to assist as many Vehicle customers as possible, the Recall Call
Centre has been operating extended trading hours since July 2017,
being 8.00am to 9.00pm (AEST) Monday to Friday, and 8.30am to
5.00pm (AEST) Saturday and Sunday.
Any Recall Consumer disputes encountered at the Recall Call Centre
level are escalated to Honda Australia's Honda Australia's internal recall
team and customer reltaions team.
Please refer to the attached
Honda Australia Recall process
document and Honda Australia Standard Operating Procedure for
complaint handling.

A Supplier will use its best endeavours to ensure the dispute
resolution mechanism or system is consistent with AS/NZS
10002:2014 Guidelinesfor complaint management in
organizations, tailored as required to the Supplier's
circumstances. The mechanism or system must feature, at a
minimum, the following:

2

Honda Australia will review our
existing process to ensure
consistency with AS/NZS 10002:2014
Guidelinesfor complaint
management in organizations.

a

a consumer complaints person or team (number of staff as
appropriate based on volume) dedicated to assisting Consumers
Already in place.
with questions and complaints (this can be the same initial
freecall contact number as required in Schedule 2);

b

(b) a structure for prompt escalation of Consumer issues not
able to be resolved through the complaints personnel, with
such escalation to include attention of a qualified and informed
Already in place.
person using best endeavours to assist the Consumer and
resolve any dispute in accordance with the Supplier's
obligations under the ACL.

3

If the Supplier is notified by a Regulator or the Commonwealth
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development of a
dispute relating to an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator, the
Supplier must use its best endeavours to deal promptly and
fairly to address the dispute and manage it in accordance with
the Supplier's obligations under the ACL.

Already in place.

Honda Australia use its best endeavours to assist.

12

Record keeping and reporting
Honda Australia has an excellent record keeping system in place. Honda
Australia documents against each affected VIN every letter that has
been sent to that Recall Consumer, together with a record of the
success of the communication. The database is updated ona regular
basis. Honda Australia is currently in the process of integrating
telephone and SMS contacts with each Recall Consumer into this
database.
Honda Australia also reports its completion rates to DIRD monthly in
accordance with current industry practices.
Comprehensive reporting processes have been and continuesto be in
place. Honda Australia reports on a quarterly and monthly basis to
Honda Motor Co. on progress.
Record keeping systems already in
Subject to subsection (6), the Supplier must track, regularly
place recording all information
document and assess:
relevant to each Recall Consumer.

1

a

the Supplier's compliance with this Recall Notice; and

Not yet implemented

b

the Supplier's recall and replacement rates; and

Currently in place

c

reports of any mis-deployment of a Consumer Good supplied by
No misdeployments have occurred
the Supplier, including full details regarding the facts and
since previous submission.
circumstances of the incident and those person(s) involved; and

d

reports of any injuries or deaths anyone associates with misdeployment of a Consumer Good supplied by the Supplier,
Currently in place
including full details regarding the facts and circumstances of
the incident and those person(s) involved; and

e

complaints from Consumers in respect of a Consumer Good
supplied by the Supplier, or in respect of the Supplier's recall
campaign, identified by issue and by location (State or Currently in place
Territory), and with information on how each complaint has
been managed.

In addition, Honda Autralia Recall Team reports to the Senior
Leadership Team on a Weekly basis convering:
- # airbags affected
-# airbags replaced
- # airbags outstanding
- # airbags in stock (Dealer & Honda Australia)
- Parts availability
- Letters sent
- SMS sent
- Customers waiting on parts
- Call centre enquiries
- Call centre bookings made
- Weekly completions
- State by State progress
- Dealer completion performance
- Detailed 'Critical' inflator progress
- Other related activities

2

Where data collected under the requirements in subsection (l)
includes reports from person(s) regarding mis-deployment,
injury, death, or complaints (eg, paragraphs 12(1)(c), (d) and
(e)), the Supplier will to the ACCC as part of relevant reporting
requirements obtain the name and contact details of person(s)
involved in the reported incidents or complaint, and persons
This is not currently in place.
providing information, and the Supplier will seek consent from
those person(s) to provide the names and contact details to the
ACCC. Where the Supplier receives consent, the names and
contact details of those persons will be provided to the ACCC as
part of relevant reporting requirements.

These are not actions that Honda Australia currently undertakes, but
Honda Australia will comply with the Draft Recall Notice once initiated,
by amending its documented processes.

3

In addition to the reporting requirements in subsection (4), a
Supplier must notify the ACCC of any reports of which the
Supplier is aware regarding injury or death anyone associates
with mis-deployment of a Consumer Good supplied by the
Supplier. The Supplier shall so notify the ACCC within two days
Already reporting to the ACCC.
of learning of such a report (excluding weekends and public
holidays). If those injured or those reporting consent to
provision of their contact details to the ACCC, then the Supplier
shall supply those contact details to the ACCC, along with
information on the substance of the incident.

Honda Australia already has a process in place under which it reports to
the ACCC.

4

Until further notice from the ACCC, and subject to subsections
(3) and (6), a Supplier must provide to the ACCC within one
Not a current action required by
month of the commencement of this Recall Notice, and then at
Honda Australia.
the end of each calendar quarter or at an earlier date if
requested by the ACCC:

These are not actions that Honda Australia currently undertakes, but
Honda Australia will comply with the Draft Recall Notice once initiated,
on the basis of its existing plans as set out at sections 7, 9, 10 and 12
above.

a
b
c

5

the plans required under sections 7, 9 and 10, along with any
updates to those plans; and
a report summarising the information required to be tracked
under subsection 12(1); and
the independent auditor's reports provided to the Supplier
under section 13.
Honda Australia considers that
reports provided to the ACCC
including action taken by Honda
The ACCC may publish, publicly, in whole or in part, the reports Australia, are confidential to Honda
referred to in this section and the plans referred to in sections Australia. However, as set out in our
7, 9 and 10.
submission Honda Australa will
consider any request made by the
ACCC to publish information
contained in the reports.

6

13

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC for an exemption from this
section or for an end to the required periodic reporting. The
ACCC may approve the exemption or end of reporting
requirement only if the ACCC is satisfied that the Supplier's
recall action has met the minimum requirements of this Recall
Notice and has achieved a satisfactory replacement rate.

Please refer to Honda Australia's
submission.

Independent auditor
Since 2009 Honda Australia has demonstrated its ability and willingness
to effectively implement and manage the recalls of Affected Takata
Honda Australia has and continues
Airbag Inflators which is reflected in Honda Australia's current
to treat this matter with the highest
completion rate of 80%. As Honda Australia is so far progressed in the
level of seriousness. On a weekly
implementation and completion of recalls, it proposes to continue in
basis, the Honda Australia Senior
accordance with its current plans. Honda Australia is prepared to report
Leadership Team monitors and
to the ACCC as and when required by the ACCC on all actions, plans, and
assesses progress of completions,
its progress in relation to the recalls as detailed in our submissions.
call centre activity,

1

The Supplier must appoint an independent auditor to monitor
the Supplier's compliance with this Recall Notice. The Supplier
must submit the name and qualifications of their proposed
independent auditor to the ACCC, so that the ACCC can assess
independence and qualifications. The Supplier must identify any
association between the proposed auditor and the Supplier
which may be perceived to affect the auditor's independence.
The ACCC will assess and notify the Supplier if it accepts the
independence and qualifications of the auditor.

2

The ACCC will consider joint nominations of an independent
auditor by multiple Suppliers.

Please refer to our submission.

3

Subject to subsection (4), and until fufiher notice from the
ACCC, the independent auditor must provide a report to the
Supplier and the ACCC at the end of each calendar quarter or at
an earlier date if requested by the Supplier or the ACCC.

Please refer to our submission.

4

A Supplier may apply to the ACCC for an exemption from
subsection (3). The ACCC may approve the exemption only if the
ACCC is satisfied that the Supplier's recall action has met the
minimum requirements of this Recall Notice and has achieved a
satisfactory replacement rate.

Please refer to our submission.

SUB TOTAL

$ 3,046,048 $

10,729,963

NHTSA RECALL TIMETABLE (Australia is Zone A)

ACCC RECALL TIMETABLE
Schedule 1 Recall Timetable
Current situation

Type of Airbag Inflator

Time by which Recall
Action Initiated

Alpha inflator

Immediately upon
commencement of this
Recall Notice

Takata Inflators using PSAN
with no desiccant or using
Immediately upon the
PSAN with calcium
sulphate desiccant where commencement of this
five years have passed
Recall Notice
since manufacture

Time by which Affected
Takata Airbag
Inflators must be replaced

Honda Australia has recalled all Critical Inflators. Please
refer to our submission in relation to Honda Australia's
current systems which ensure the prioritisation of the
replacement of Critical Inflators. Please also refer to our
A Vehicle must have its
submission in relation to Honda Australia's position that 1
Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator replaced the business day from which the part is available at the
following business day after relevant Honda dealer is a more appropriate timeframe
than within 1 business day of being contacted by the
being contacted by the
Recall Consumer. Please refer to the detail set out in our
Consumer or such other
submission in this regard.
date as requested by the
Consumer
As set out in Honda Australia's submission, the date needs
to be the date of vehicle manufacture, and not the date of
the inflator manufacture. Please refer to our submission
for further information in relaiton to Honda Australia's
position that Schedule 1 of the Draft Recall Notice align
A Vehicle must have its
with the NHTSA schedule Zone A which is to the right of
Affected Takata Airbag
Inflator replaced as soon as this table for ease of reference. Subject to this change,
practicable, and in any case Honda Australia will comply with the replacement
within one month of being timetable, being as soon as practicable, and within one
month of being contactd by Recall Consumer.
contacted by the
Consumer.

As set out in Honda Australia's submission, the date needs
to be the date of vehicle manufacture, and not the date of
the inflator manufacture. Please refer to our submission
for further information in relaiton to Honda Australia's
submission that this Schedule 1 align with the NHTSA
schedule Zone A which is to the right of this table for ease
A Vehicle must have its
of reference. Subject to this change, Honda Australia will
Within five years and
Affected Takata Airbag
Takata Inflators using PSAN three months from the Inflator replaced within six comply with the replacement timetable, being as soon as
practicable, and within one month of being contactd by
with no desiccant or using date of manufacture of years from the date of
Recall Consumer.
PSAN with calcium
the Affected Takata
manufacture of the
Sulphate desiccant where Airbag Inflator, or by 31 Affected Takata Airbag
less than five years have
December 2019,
Inflator, or by 31 December
passed since manufacture whichever is earlier.
2020, whichever is earlier.

Schedule 2
SECTIO
N
SUB-SECTION

ACCC STATEMENT

Current situation

Detail

Actual Cost incurred to
date

Proposed Cost

Communications to Consumers implementing the requirements of the Recall Notice
must use at least the language prescribed below, as applicable depending on the
relevant Vehicle.

Part A

Communications must not seek to downplay or otherwise undermine or confuse the
message of the prescribed language.
1

Identification of defect in Vehicles and risk of harm posed by defect

Suppliers must clearly identify the defect in Vehicles and the risk of harm posed by that
defect. In doing so, Suppliers must include at least the following statements:

a

For Vehicles fitted with an Alpha Inflator:
"Stop driving your vehicle immediately! You and others in your vehicle are at risk of
serious injury and death from your vehicle's defective airbag. Contact a [vehicle type]
dealer immediately to arrange for your airbag to be replaced.
Your [name and model of vehicle] is installed with a Takata airbag. A defect in the
inflator in your airbag can cause it to deploy with much greater force than intended,
causing sharp metal fragments to fly at high speed toward people in the vehicle. This
could cause serious injury or death. You should stop driving your vehicle and
immediately contact a [vehicle type] dealer to arrange for the airbag inflator to be
replaced."

Honda Australia are currently using effective communication methods which includes the following wording:
What are the defects? If an affected vehicle is involved in an accident and the airbag goes off, the airbag inflator
may rupture.
What are the hazards? In the event of an airbag inflator rupture, metal fragments could possibly shoot out,
straight through the airbag cushion material towards the vehicle occupants causing serious injury or fatality.
What should consumers do? Owners of affected vehicles should have received a letter from Honda Australia
asking them to contact a Honda dealership or the Honda Recall Call Centre to arrange replacement of the airbag
inflator free of charge. If they have not already done so, owners must immediately contact a Honda dealership or
the call centre, to arrange the repairs urgently.
Owners of Honda vehicles can check if their vehicle is affected by the Takata airbag recall at
https://www.honda.com.au/recall.html or by calling 1800 789 839 (Mon-Fri 9am-5pm AEST) for further
information and, if their vehicle is affected by the Takata airbag recall, to arrange a booking for an authorised
Honda dealer to replace the airbag inflator free of charge.
* (Alpha letter) Owners of affected vehicles should have received a letter from Honda Australia asking them to
contact a Honda dealership or Honda Recall Call Centre to arrange replacement of the airbag inflator free of
charge. Customers should immediately drive their vehicle directly to a Honda dealer for urgent repair. If for any
reason a customer cannot present affected vehicle to a dealership please contact the Recall Call Centre
immediately for alternate arrangements.

Earlier this year, Honda Australia conducted research to determine the most effective manner in
which to communicate with its customers.
The research conducted involved a series of interviews with Recall Consumers who were 'acceptors'
and 'rejectors' of the recall letters Honda Australia had sent to Recall Consumers. The interviews
were facilitated by
(the agency that run the Honda Australia Recall Call Centre), and Honda
Australia's agent,
.
then prepared a PDF report on its findings, which is
attached to Honda Australia's submission. Honda Australia has since implemented a number of
measures recommended by the research findings, including:
- simplifying our letters;
- removing the Honda logo from envelopes;
- extended the Recall Call Centre hours;
- improved timing of letters;
- new simpler URL to dedicated recall website

A copy of Honda Australia's current letter to Alpha and SDI inflator customers (which Honda Australia
has previously referred to as 'Critical' Recall Consumers in its correspondence with the ACCC) is
attached to Honda Australia's submission. The letter illustrates the simplified wording that Honda
Australia has been using in its letters since July 2017. The images of a vehicle post deployment of an
Owners of Honda vehicles can check if their vehicle is affected by the Takata airbag recall at
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator have been added and will form part of October 2017 mailouts.
https://www.honda.com.au/recall.html or by calling 1800 789 839 (Mon-Fri 9am-5pm AEST) for further
information and, if their vehicle is affected by the Takata airbag recall, to arrange a booking for an authorised
Since implementing the simplified letters in July 2017, 25% of Recall Consumers have had their
Honda dealer to replace the airbag inflator free of charge.
Affected Takata Airbag Inflators replaced, which is a reasonably effective response.

$635,250 estimated on t
basis of Honda Australia
current Recall Consumer
being sent one letter pe
month until December
2018, at a cost of $1.10
letter, as set out in our
Recall Plan.

For Vehicles fitted with Affected Takata Airbag Inflators that are not Alpha Inflators and
which were manufactured more than five years previously:
"Your vehicle's airbag is defective and poses a risk of serious injury and death to you and
other people in your vehicle. You should immediately contact a [vehicle type] dealer to
arrange for the airbag to be replaced.
Honda Australia are currently using effective wording in communications with Recall Consumers see above.
Your [name and model of vehicle] is installed with a Takata airbag with a defective
inflator. Over time, moisture can affect the propellant in airbags with the defect, so that
they deploy with much greater force than intended, causing sharp metal fragments to
fly at high speed toward people in the vehicle. This could cause serious injury or death.
You should urgently contact a [vehicle type] dealer to arrange for the airbag inflator to
be replaced.
b

As with the letter that Honda Australia sent to Critical Recall Consumers, Honda Australia has
prepared a letter in accordance with the research set out above, on behalf of Honda Australia. As set
out above, 25% of Recall Customers who received this letter, have had thier Affected Takata Airbag
Inflator replaced which is a reasonably effective response.

Refer above

For Vehicles fitted with Affected Takata Airbag Inflators that are not Alpha Inflators and
which were manufactured less than five years previously:
"Your vehicle's airbag is defective and, when it reaches a certain age, will pose a risk of
serious injury or death to you and other people in your vehicle. The airbag poses no risk
of harm now, but soon will. Please contact [vehicle type] dealer to arrange for the
airbag inflator to be replaced.
Your [name and model of vehicle] is installed with a Takata airbag with a defective
inflator. Over time, moisture can affect the propellant in airbags with the defect, so that
they deploy with much greater force than intended, causing sharp metal fragments to
fly at high speed toward people in the vehicle. This could cause serious injury or death.
It is important that you keep a record of this communication and inform other users of
your Vehicle of this safety issue.
If you have any questions about this issue, you can contact [vehicle manufacturer] on
[inseft phone number] for further information"

Honda Australia are currently using effective wording in communications with Recall Consumers.

Once a recall of these vehicles is implemented, due to the effectiveness of Honda Australia's
communications in their current form, Honda Australia proposes to continue using the wording and
imagery as attached to this table as set out for the Affected Takata Airbag Inflators that are more
than 5 years old.

Refer above.

c
Where the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator is approaching five years post manufacture,
Suppliers should consider using the language prescribed in section 5(1)(b) rather than
5(l)(c).

Honda Australia are currently using effective wording in communications with Recall Consumers.

Please refer to our comments above.

d
For advertisements, traditional media, and social media campaigns, the above language
can be modified only insofar as necessary to shift the message to the broader group of
Honda Australia are currently using effective wording in media press releases.
consumers rather than the one on one communications specified above (e.g., rather
than "your vehicle", "ABCBrand/Model vehicles" etc.)
e

Notification and record keeping where an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator is replaced
with another Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
2
If a Supplier replaces an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator with another Affected Takata Honda Australia ceased replacing Affected Takata Airbag Inflators in July 2017 and will no re-commence moving
Airbag Inflator, then the Supplier must do the following:
forward.
a

inform the Vehicle owner orally and in writing at the time of replacement that this has
occurred, and that communication must include the following statement:
"In repairing your vehicle, the Takata airbag inflator with the defect was removed and
replaced with a newer Takata airbag inflator which also has a defect. The newer airbag
inflator now fitted in your vehicle is safe at this time, but must be replaced by [insert
date in accordance with Schedule 1]
It is critical that the airbag inflator be replaced again before that time. We will contact
you to arrange for the replacement. Please make a note of this information, and inform
any new owner or user of the Vehicle that the airbag requires replacement by that
[insert date in accordance with Schedule I l."
(i)

record at least the following statement in the service record of the Vehicle:
"This vehicle is installed with a Takata airbag inflator which has been recalled due to a N/A
safety defect. The inflator is in the [specify airbag], and must be replaced before [the
date specified in Schedule l]."
(ii)
cause a notice to be affixed on the Vehicle's front windscreen and a metal plate or other
durable label to be affixed in the Vehicle's engine bay containing at least the following
statement:
N/A
"This vehicle is fitted with a recalled Takata PSAN airbag inflator in the [specify airbag].
Replace by no later than [the applicable date specified in Schedule l] to avoid risk of
injury or death."
(iii)

As set out above, the changes that Honda Australia has implemented in its written communicatoins
as a result of research into effective communication methods and surveys of Recall Consumers, has
led to improvements in our completion rate. Accordingly, we would also proposes to use this
wording, with edits appropriate for a public audience.

If a Supplier has replaced an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator with another Affected
Takata Airbag Inflator prior to the commencement of this Recall Notice, the Supplier is
to inform the Vehicle owner in writing that this has occurred as soon as possible in
accordance with the language prescribed at (2)(a)(i) above.

Honda Australia estimat
42,000 Recall Consumer
will need to be notified o
this, at a total cost of
$252,000 for 1 letter eac
via registered post at $6
per letter.

Honda Australia will communicate to all such Recall Consumers as soon as possible as per this
requirement.

b
Part B

Engagement plan
Suppliers must submit an engagement plan to the ACCC comprising at least the
following components:

As set out above, Honda Australia has invested in research to ascertain effective means of
communicating with Recall Consumers.

A comprehensive consumer communications strategy that employs a range of
outreach techniques.

Honda Australia has and continues to employ effective communications with Recall Consumers.

That strategy must:

Honda Australia has sent multiple letters to all known Recall Consumers. All known Recall
Consumers have been sent between 2 and 7 letters and Critical Recall Consumers have received one
via registered mail, with each letter containing progressively more detailed text and images
highlighting the safety risks posed by Affected Takata Airbag Inflators. Examples of these letters for
each recall have previously been provided to the ACCC with Honda Australia's responses to the
Disclosure Notice.
Subject to Honda Australia's accessibility to Recall Consumer's contact details, letters have been
followed up with emails, SMS text messages and outbound telephone calls from Honda Australia's
dedicated Recall Call Centre. We will continue to do so where Recall Consumer contact details are
available, however as set out in our submission we require assistance from the Government in
relation to Non-active Customers where contact detalis are not available.
Please see our Customer and Engagement Plan provided to the ACCC.

1

Include prominent advertisements in print newspapers in every market into which they
supply and at least one national paper, as well as a media release and other forms of
mainstream media coverage such as television and radio. The requirements in Part A of Honda Australia has not yet advertised in a national newspaper.
this Schedule regarding prescribed language for description of the defect and gravity of
the hazard must be followed.

Honda Australia does not currently advertise in newspapers, TV or radio. Honda Australia submits
that it is unlikely to send an effective meassage to Recall Consumers if all manufacturers involved in
the recall are required to publish in newspapers across Australia.

The costs associated
with the letters to Recall One newspaper
advertisement as requir
to comply with this secti
estimated total cost of
$250,000.
.

Honda Australia will comply if required, but strongly beleives a total industry approach would be
more effective. This may involve pooling funds managed by FCAI and strategically communicating an
industry wide Takata message. This advertising is then more likely to continue on a monhtly basis.
Honda Australia has previosuly presented to the Takata working group /DIRD a proposal in this
regard.

a

Honda Australia's communication plan is currently driving an average of 8,500 repairs per week (at
August 2017). Our current communication plan has included for example in August, where contact
details are available, Recall Consumers have received 4 communications in August, some, where
contact details permitted, recieved a letter, SMS, email and telephone call. At a minimum all were
sent a letter. As is evidenced by our current rectification rate, our processes have been effecitve in
continuing to increase the number of Vehicles being rectified. Honda Australia proposes to continue
on this basis where possible, please refer to our submissoin in relaiton to Non-active Customers.

Employ at least three of the following means of targeted outreach:

b

Social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.)

Honda Australia has used Facebook to communicate busy periods for the Recall Call Centre.

Honda Australia posted on its Facebook page messages to customers in busy periods for the Recall
Call Centre.
Additional plans are being developed for targeted social media campaigns.

Digital advertising (e.g. news websites)

Honda Australia regularly engages with automotive media.

As provided in previous submissions, Honda Australia has already engaged with the automotive
media in various publications. Honda Australia also holds round table meetings with the automotive
media to generate Takata Airbag targeted articles and press releases. Honda Australia intends to
continue to do this.

Email

Honda Australia sends numerous emails where details available.

Where the recall customer's email address is available, Honda Australia has sent two emails to each
Recall Consumer during August 2017..

(i)

(ii)
$12,500

(iii)

Telephone calls

Honda Australia calls Recall Consumers where telephone number available.

Where the Recall Consumer's telephone number is available, Honda Australia currently attempts to
contact Recall Consumers by phone and is currently conducting over 4,000 outbound calls per
month. This varies per month depending on the number of inbound calls the recall call centre is
required to manage. In September 2017, 523 calls have resulted in bookings for replacements of
Affected Takata Airbag Inflatorss, from 4,000 attempted calls. In total, for the month of September
2017, inbound and outbound calls have resulted in 13,772 bookings.

Honda Australia sends text messages where Recall Consumer's mobile phone number available.

Where the Recall Consumer's mobile phone number is available, Honda Australia has sent 34,500
SMS text messages. Every Recall Consumer that has provided Honda Australia with a mobile phone
number was sent a text message, and we will continue to do this where contact details are available,
in accordance with our Recall Plan as submitted to the ACCC.

Refer to Recall Call
Centre costs set out in
Part 2, Section 11.

Refer to Recall Call Cent
costs set out in Part 2,
Section 11.

Recall SMS to date
$41,840.

$119,000 based on $7,0
per month until end of
2018.

(iv)

Text messaging

(v)

In-person visit

Honda Australia has trialled in-person visits.

To assess the effectiveness of personal visits, 4 members of the Honda Australia Leadership team
personally conducted trials in their local area in Melbourne, Victoria. Where the Recall Consumer
was at home, and available to speak, the seriousness of the recall was explained. The Recall
Consumer was also informed that that Honda Australia has been trying to contact them. Where the
Recall Consumer was not home / available, Honda Australia's current letter (as sent 2 weeks earlier)
was left at the premises, either on the affected Vehicle, or at the front door.
This trial is ongoing and whilst a number of consumers indicated their appreciation of the effort
undertaken to contact them, initial findings are showing some barriers to completing this at mass
level, including:
- Incorrect Address details
- Incorrect
data
- Vehicles had been destroyed - written off
- Language barriers
- Availability of Recall Consumer
To be confirmed.

Given the remainder of Honda's outstanding recall consumers are non-active, Honda intends to
continue with this activity at some level to further determine its scalability.
(iv)

Coordinate and distribute communications across different outreach channels to ensure
that each Vehicle in a launched campaign is promoted in at least one form of outreach
per month until the Vehicle is remedied unless the Supplier has notified the ACCC that Honda Australia employ different methods and continuously contact Recall Consumers.
the Vehicle has been excluded from recall outreach as scrapped, stolen, exported or
otherwise unreachable.

Refer to cells F6 and F22
for current costs for mail
outs and SMS text
messages.

As set out above, Honda Australia is currently contacting Recall Consumers via multiple targeted
communications each month.

c

In April 2016, Honda Australia engaged the services of a third party data validation company,
,
to review data where Honda Australia had not been able to locate current owners of affected
vehicles, and where it considered the data from
to be inaccurate (for example, as a result of
bounce-back letters, emails and texts). Honda Australia has previously shared details of this work,
including an analysis of the accuracy of the
data, with all other affected manufacturers, the
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development (DIRD) and the ACCC.
Employ high-quality and up-to-date owner contact information in conducting outreach.

Honda Australia has employed a number of methods to obtain current contact information.

NEVDIS costs to date are NEVDIS no longer charge
$251,277
for data.
SENSIS costs to date are
Honda Australia estimat
$100,371
the cost of continuing to
Which equates to a total obtain updated Recall
Consumer data from SEN
of
is $40,000 to the end of
$351,648
2018.

Honda Australia also trialled engaging a debt recovery agency for one of its earlier recalls to assist
with locating Recall Customers.
These processes, coupled with
now being able to provide both postal and residential
addresses for Recall Consumer, have improved Honda Australia's completion rate. As detailed in our
submissoin, Honda Australia requires government assistance to obtain correct and accurate owner
contact information for the outstanding Recall Consumers.

d

Pursue data from multiple sources beyond those that rely primarily on State and
Honda Australia has employed a number of methods to obtain current contact information.
Territory vehicle registration records.
e

In addition to the data sources set out above, Honda Australia is currently working with
and auction houses
and
(as detailed below) in an attempt to
contact/obtain the current contact details of owners of Vehicles subject to a recall.

No fee charged by these
providers

As set out above, Honda Australia has been working with
, to obtain
current contact information of secondhand vehicles the subject of a recall. To do this, Honda
Australia provides the affected VINs to
and
of vehicles that are identified by the
data to be registered to these auction houses.
Currently Recall Consumers can update their contact details with Honda Australia via the Honda
Australia website, and via calling the Recall Call Centre. All Recall Consumers who contact the Recall
Increase the frequency with which updated owner contact information is obtained,
Currently multiple avenues where Recall Consumers can update contact information. Honda Australia also
Call Centre are asked at the commencement of their call to udpate/confirm their contact details.
especially for older model-year Vehicles that may change hands frequently in the
employing multiple methods of obtaining information for secondhand vehicles as set out above.
Recall Consumers can also update their contact details with Honda dealers at any time. Honda
secondary market.
Australia previously included a form for Recall Consumers to update their contact details on all
letters. However, as a result of the research into effective communications, Honda Australia
removed this from its letters in order to keep the messaging clear, and present the letters in a simple
format. In addition, Honda Australia obtains updated contact information from
before eeach
mail out via post.
f
Include methods to proactively maintain up-to-date contact information for Vehicle
owners:

Please refer to our methods set out above.

g
Even in scenarios where remedy parts are not yet available for the Vehicle, request that
Previously Honda Australia has completed this type of communication whereby a new recall is launched but no When parts shortages existed, Honda Australia communicated this with Recall Consumers and asked
the owner take action to confirm or update the owner's contact information, and offer
parts are available.
them to update their contact information with us. Currently, there are no parts shortages and all
multiple, convenient means for doing so (e.g. a form available on the Supplier's website,
Recall Consumers receive the letters as set out above and attached.
a dedicated phone number, a postage-paid card the owner can mail back).
(i)

N/A

Whenever the Supplier receives updated owner contact information for a Vehicle,
ensure that at least one mailed communication for which delivery can be confirmed
(e.g., registered post) is sent to the new address and, if a telephone number is obtained,
a telephone call is made to the Vehicle owner to arrange for replacement of the Not currently undertaken therefore requires implementation.
Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
(ii)

(iii)

Since commencement of Honda Australia recalls we included this in all letters. As the usage of this
Wherever possible, include in every communication an option for the recipient to notify
Honda Australia does not currently include in communications but details can be updated via multiple methods as by Recall Consumers was low, in connection with simplifying our letters this was removed, however
the Supplier that the Vehicle has been sold, transferred, or is otherwise being primarily
set out above.
Honda Australia will include these in all letters moving forward as is required in accordance with the
driven by a pafty not residing at the same address as the recipient.
Draft Recall Notice.

Adopt an escalation strategy for Consumers who have been contacted through multiple Honda Australia is continually improving its methods, and working toward increasing its already high completion
As set out above, Honda Australia is continually changing its communications and developing its
channels and/or on multiple occasions, but have not contacted the Supplier to arrange rate of 80%. For example, up to 7 letters have been sent in some instances. Honda Australia will continue to try
methods of contacting Recall Consumers. Please refer to our submission for further information.
for replacement of the Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
and contact the customer.
h

i

Encourage
Consumers
to
sign
up
for
https://www.productsafety.gov.au/newsletter/subscribe

recall

alerts

at

Honda Australia will add this to its letter communications as well as its website and social media
advertising.

Convey the risk presented by airbag ruptures in clear, accurate and urgent terms.
2

Use the prescribed language for specified communications in part A of this Schedule.
Convey the risk presented by airbag ruptures in clear, accurate and urgent terms. For
example, use simple language that emphasises the risk of injury or death to drivers and
passengers stemming from shrapnel in the event of a rupture (e.g., "Even in a minor Honda Australia uses simple language.
incident, the airbag inflator in your vehicle could be triggered, rip apart and propel
sharp metal fragments at high speed toward you and your passengers. People have
been killed and seriously injured by this defect.").

As set out in Part A, 1 above, Honda Australia already uses simple language to convey the risks,
including imagery, and bolding certain words, and using text in red.

Do not include information that is likely to minimise or mitigate the perception of the
risk (e.g., "No ruptures have been observed in [the Supplier's] vehicles to date." Or "we Honda Australia does not use language that would have this effect.
are only conducting this recall as a precaution").

Honda Australia does not currently use language likely to minimise or mitigate the perception of risk,
and as set out above has invested in implementing more effective measures of communicating the
risks and actions required by Recall Consumers.

Use bold text to highlight particularly impactful words (e.g., "urgent", "kill").

As evidenced by the attached and set out above, Honda Australia already highlights important and
impactful words in our letters, and will continue to do so.

a

b
Honda Australia bolds words and uses red font.

c
Currently, Honda Australia includes a diagram that outlines a vehicle and clearly demonstrates the
Include imagery that reinforces graphically the nature of the risk. Use imagery of the Honda Australia includes a diagram of a vehicle, and letters due to be sent also include images of an airbag and consequences if an Affected Takata Airbag Inflaor mis-deploys, and the damage it can cause to
recalled Vehicle models, where possible.
vehicle post mis-deployment of an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator.
vehicle occupants. Honda Australia implemented the use of such image on the basis of the results of
the research undertaken by Honda Australia.
d

N/A
The cost of sending 1 let
to a Recall Consumer wh
updates their contact
details, via registered po
is $6.00 per letter.

Avoid using generic or low-impact imagery (e.g., scenic pictures).

Honda Australia does not use low impact or scenic imagery.

In letter communications, include a red headline at or near the top of the letter and on
the front of the envelope, with prominently featured text, such as "Urgent Safety
Recall".

This was previously in use, but was removed when Honda Australia simplified its letters as set out
above.

In email communications, use the words "URGENT SAFETY RECALL" in the subject line.

Honda Australia does not currently use this wording, but uses words like 'immediate actoin required',
'your urgent attention required', and uses red text for various important messages in its
communications.

e

f

g
State the date by which this Recall Notice requires the Vehicle to be recalled.

Honda Australia conveys in all communications that immediate action is required by the Recall Consumer.

Honda Australia currently communicates with Recall Consumers that they are required to take
immediate action to rectify the Vehicle.

h
3

Proactively address Consumer concerns relating to Vehicle repair.
Emphasise throughout all communications that replacements are free, can be
performed by any Supplier-authorised Dealer regardless of where the Vehicle was
Honda Australia always emphasises this.
purchased and the Consumer will not be charged for any other service or repair unless
the owner requests it.

Honda Australia specifies in all its communications, and on its website, that repairs are free.

State clearly the inconvenience presented by the need to have the Affected Takata
Airbag Inflator replaced and prominently feature the details of all services the Supplier
or the Supplier's Dealer provide that address Consumer inconvenience associated with To date this has only been communicated 1:1 through the Recall Call Centre.
the replacement (e.g., towing, provision of loan or hire cars and extended dealer service
hours).

Honda Australia specifies in written communications that Recall Consumers must take their vehicle
to a dealership, and provides the Recall Call Centre contact information. Honda Australia will amend
its written communications as is required by the Draft Recall Notice.

a

b

The Honda Australia Recall Call Centre is a toll-free phone number. Honda Australia has notified its
dealers that they must prioritise Alpha Affected Takata Airbag Inflator replacement, and complete
Adopt a dedicated, toll-free phone number solely for Vehicle recalls to centralise the
Honda Australia Recall Call Centre is a toll free number. Honda dealers are aware of the need to prioritise recall those immediately. A copy of our latest dealer bulletin from August 2017 is attached to Honda
scheduling of replacements, ensure appropriate prioritisation at Dealers and respond to
repair work.
Australia's submission. Honda Australia dealers are otherwise incentivised to prioritise all repairs by
customer questions or concerns regarding the recall and/or safety.
Honda Australia paying the dealers retail rates for the repair work and setting targets (since May
2016) that relate to dealer bonuses to ensure that recall repair work is prioritised.
c
Advise Consumers that they may report concerns regarding the recall to the ACCC at
www.accc.gov.au/contact-us.

Honda Australia can implement this if required by the Draft Recall Notice.

Highlight the most relevant information in communications (e.g., that the Vehicle's
airbag inflator is defective, that the replacement is free, how to schedule a replacement
Honda Australia highights critical information.
and the details of any services the Supplier provides to address Consumer
inconvenience).

As evidenced by the letters attached, Honda Australia already includes this information in its
communications. Honda Australia also includes the Recall Call Centre phone number and specifies
that Recall Consumers can contact the Recall Call Centre if they require alternate arrangements.
When a Recall Consumer contacts the Recall Call Centre, the Recall Call Centre will assist the
customer with various means including loan vehicles and financial assistance in certain
circumstances.

d

e

Tailor communications to the individual Consumer and Vehicle at issue, to reinforce
the message's credibility and distinguish it from commercial solicitations.
4
Wherever possible, address communications using the Consumer's name (avoid "Dear
Vehicle Owner" or "Dear Resident").

Honda Australia has always addressed Recall Consumers by name in communications.

All direct communications that Honda Australia has sent (letters, phone calls, text messages), since
the implementation of its first recall in 2009, have addressed the Recall Consumer by their first
name.

a

Prominently display your logo as well as logo of the ACCC.

b

Honda Australia prominently displays its logo in written communications. Recently Honda Australia
removed its logo from the front of its envelopes, as research showed that Recall Consumers did not
open a letter with the Honda logo as they were not expecting mail from Honda. Since removing the
logo from the envelope, Honda Australia has seen an increase in responses from Recall Consumers.
Honda Australia is prepared to add the ACCC logo to its letters.

Please refer to Part 2,
Please refer to the
Sectoin 11 for the cost to proposed costs detailed
date for the Recall
Part 2, Section 11.
Centre.
The cost of
implementing the dealer
incentive of a higher
warranty repair rate is
$5,000,000.

To be confirmed.

Include a picture of the actual Vehicle at issue near the top of the communication,
including such details as the Vehicle's make, model, model-year, colour and trim
package, and repeat these same details in the text of the communication.

Honda Australia does not include image of actual Vehicle, but an image showing the effects of mis-deployment.

Currently Honda Australia uses a generic vehicle image, as evidenced in the attached letters, and
always identifies in its written communications the registration and vehicle model details for each
Recall Consumer. Honda Australia has also added to its latest letters, images of a vehicle and airbag
taken after an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator rupture, in an attempt to send a clear message to
Recall Consumers of the consequences of an Affected Takata Airbag Inflator mis-deployment.
Logistically, to add an image of each Vehicle is very difficult. Honda Australia is unsure of the impact
that the addition of the images. Honda Australia estiamtes it will take up to 3 months to compile a
database of the required images and add those to each written communication.

c

Ensure that all communications feature a link to a webpage offering recall-specific
information, rather than the homepage of the Supplier's website or a page on the
Supplier's website addressing recalls or Dealer repairs in general.

Currently in place.

All written communications that Honda Australia sends include a link to its dedicated recall website.
Refer to Part 2 Section 8
for cost of dedicated
recall website

d
Ensure that your messaging is accessible to owners from a Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CALD)) audience.

5

Avoid scientific or technical jargon (e.g., "the inflator could produce excessive internal
pressure upon deployment").

Honda Australia avoids technical jargon.

As evidenced above and in the attached letters, Honda Australia's communications with Recall
Consumers do not include technical jargon, but use simple straightforward language to convey the
risks and actions required to be undertaken by Recall Consumers.

a
In written communications, use a font size of at least 11 pt. to ensure that Consumers
Honda Australia uses various font sizes, bolding, and red and black font.
can reasonably engage with the content.

Honda Australia currently uses font size 10 for the main body of its communications, but larger font
sizes for important words, specifically the actions required to be taken by the Recall Consumer.

b
In all written communications, include a short statement outlining the serious safety
risks of Affected Takata Airbag Inflators and the need for urgent action in common
Honda Australia currently includes a line that the Recall Consumer can contact the Recall Call Centre
Honda Australia Recall Call Centre offers assistance in 160 languages, and written communications include a
community languages, including Arabic, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), Cantonese,
for assistance, in the 5 most common languages other than English at the bottom of its written
message in top 5 languages other than English.
Vietnamese, Farsi, Korean, Spanish, Dari, Indonesian, and Hindi. Provide a link to further
communications.
information on your website that has been translated in each language.
c

In all written communications and on your website, provide details of a translating and
interpreting service that CALD audiences can use.

As set out above, Honda Australia currently includes reference to the Recall Call Centre's ability to
provide assistance in the 5 most common languages other than English in its written
communications. Honda Australia does not currently include this on its website, however we will
adopt this approach if required by the Proposed Recall Notice.

In all written communications and on your website, provide details of the National Relay
Service for people who are Deaf or have a hearing or speech impairment.

Honda Australia does not currently do this, but will adopt if required by the Proposed Recall Notice.

d

e
(6) Include a clear call to action designed to facilitate promptoand efficient scheduling
of replacements.

6

Prominently feature (and, wherever possible, repeat numerous times) the telephone
number Consumers should call to schedule a replacement.

Honda Australia features the Recall Call Centre phone number.

Honda Australia prominently features the Recall Call Centre telephone number in all written
communications, text messages, emails, on the ACCC Product Safety website, and on our website.

a

Honda Australia's purpose in setting up the Recall Call Centre was to provide an efficient way of
booking consumers into dealers for repairs. In our vast experience, it is very diificult for dealers to
manage the large volume of enquiries. As such, we centralised contact through the Recall Call
Centre.

In telephone communications, ensure that all calls are designed to facilitate scheduling
an appointment for a replacement as part of the initial interaction with the Consumer.
Minimise the need for the Consumer to call the dealer separately or wait for a callback
to schedule an appointment.

Honda Australia Recall Call Centre facilitates bookings for Recall Consumers, and dealers are always informed to
prioritise Recall Consumers.

For 'Critical' Recall Consumers the Honda Australia Recall Call Centre facilitiates a booking with a
Honda dealer on the first contact from the Recall Consumer. Honda Australia has also instructed its
dealers to arrange a booking for all Critical Recall Consumers at the first point of contact. For all
other calls the Recall Call Centre takes the contact details of the Recall Consumer, forward them to
the appropriate Honda dealer and request direct contact with the Recall Consumer to arrange a
booking. This process was implemented to enable a more efficient booking method at the
dealership, so that dealer resources could be focussed on Affected Takata Airbag Inflator
replacements rather than telephone handling. In order for Honda Australia to implement the
required action, it is likely that each Honda dealer would need to employ a full time person to handle
the booking telephone calls. Where an additional resouce is required at Honda dealers to answer
these calls from the Recall Call Centre we estimate the cost to be $50,000 per dealer per annum.

these calls from the Recall Call Centre we estimate the cost to be $50,000 per dealer per annum.
There are 107 dealers, which equates to a total cost $5,300,000 per annum.
b

Honda Australia does not have an online repair scheduling platform. We have investigated the
feasability of this. It will take approximately 90 days to insitage this process.

If required to 'warm
transfer' all calls from
Recall Consumers (to
ensure a booking is
arranged on first contac
the additional cost will b
$300,000 - $400,000 to
implement an online
system

The issue for Honda Australia is that the remaining Recall Consumers are majority Non-active
Customers, who are unlikely to visit the Honda Australia website. In Honda Australia's submissoin, its
resources would be better spent on alternate methods. For example working with State and
Territory bodies who could provide more accurate registration details, and as previously suggested to
DIRD and the ACCC, prevent renewal of registration where a recall is outstanding.

In communications, include links to the Supplier's online repair scheduling platform.

c

d

In social media outreach, ask Consumers to share the Supplier's message with friends
and family.

Honda Australia has not currently asked people on social media to share our posts with family and friends.

This will be implemented if required.
Subtotal

$6,541,039 $3,641,757*

*note the proposed costs excludes the
dealer incentive, as this is not a
mandatory requirement
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